
              
              
              
              
              
             
 
 
 
September 2019 
 
Welcome back after the summer break and here’s hoping you have coped with the sizzling weather which leads 
into a sizzling autumn of jazz at the club kicking off with Simon Spillett on 8th September.  
Just to say that we are still desperately looking for a treasurer to take over from Steve after Xmas although he will 
prepare the books for auditing at the next AGM in March 2020. 
Hope to see you at the gig and don’t forget to welcome all newcomers, especially if they are on their own! 
 
Ian’s take on the Zak Barrett gig:   
 
It was not a large audience. June is always a difficult month for ticket sales, it was the last day of the half-term 
week, it was hot and the sun was shining. A day at the seaside must have seemed a tempting alternative. On top 
of that, Zak Barrett is perhaps better known in Chelmsford for his amplified jazz-funk persona – but as this 
afternoon showed, there’s a lot more to this very capable musician than that. The publicity material promised 
standards and the great American songbook, and that’s what he delivered – with great sensitivity.                                                                                     
The first set opened with just the rhythm section (Gunther Kurmayr on piano, Manuel Alvarez on bass, and Marc 
Cecil on drums) doing an Oscar Peterson favourite, C Jam Blues. At times it was just like the classic Peterson trio 
with Ray Brown and Ed Thigpen. Manuel’s solo brought out the rich dark sound of his bass – helped, no doubt, by 
the Markbass amplifier at his side. Google tells me it’s the “milestone in bass amplification” and it certainly 
sounded good. Marc had some breaks with hands instead of sticks or brushes, and I liked the solid punchy sound 
of his gold sparkle Gretsch bass drum. He used a bass drum riser to lift the player’s end of the small diameter bass 
drum off the ground. According to the Compact Drums website, “Many jazz / bop kits with 18″ and even 20″ bass 
drums have a riser simply to facilitate striking the centre of the head. Bass drum risers are used for larger drums 
too. Not for the centre hit factor but for getting the bass drum a few inches off the floor to allow the sound to 
project more freely. This is also an essential, but often overlooked factor with a smaller bass drum. Getting it a 
few inches off the ground extends the “reach” of the sound coming from a smaller drum. Marc also had his small 
tom mounted off a cymbal stand rather than on the bass drum, which leaves the bass drum shell free for the best 
vibrations. Ex-drummers like me notice these things… Anyway, it was a very good sound.                                                                                               
Zak joined the trio for “There Will Never Be Another You” starting with a soft rounded tone that got a little more 
hard-edged during his solo. After it finished Zak said his approach to the song had been influenced by a Spike 
Robinson recording, which of course went down well with the Chelmsford Jazz Club audience.                                                                                                                                                                 
An up-tempo version of “Softly as in a Morning Sunrise” featured an unaccompanied piano solo and a duet 
between tenor sax and bass. Zak said it was inspired by a Michael Brecker recording. While that was going on, I 
was thinking that people sometimes say we have too many saxophone quartets or that the format is overdone or 
even outdated. I can see the point, and it’s good that we’ve had rather more variety this year, but I also think it’s 
a bit like a classical musician saying “Oh no, not another string quartet!” Like it or not, both formats – and 
particularly the tenor sax quartet – have potential for endless variation and re-invention, and both are 
fundamental to the “chamber” scale of their kinds of music. After all, the greatest band in the history of jazz – 
John Coltrane, McCoy Tyner, Jimmy Garrison, Elvin Jones – was a saxophone quartet! 
Gunther started with Elvin’s brother Thad’s ballad “A Child is Born” with an atmospheric piano solo, and the rest 
of the band contributed to a beautiful interpretation. Next was Sonny Rollins’s “Airegin” without anybody 
explaining, as people usually do, that the title is ‘Nigeria’ backwards. I’ve never come across a convincing 
explanation of why Rollins chose that title, and it may well be that there isn’t one. This one finished with a fine 
drum solo and a very abrupt ending.                                                                                                                                                         
A tiny point – three of the players (not sure about Marc, I couldn’t see everything) were using tablets and/or 
phones for their set lists and music. No paper in sight.  The world is changing…                             
Marc then took the band into Cole Porter’s “Night & Day” on bongos and stayed on them throughout, showing an 
impressive command of this difficult instrument. Gunther gave us a long and rhythmically intricate piano solo that 
went a long way from home before coming back to a bongo solo followed by Zak reprising the theme. 
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That was the end of the first set. I turned to my phone to post something on Facebook, and found an urgent 
message telling me to get home to sort out a problem with the electricity supply. So I had to miss the second set. 
I’d been looking forward to enjoying it, because this was a tight, well-integrated group of musicians listening to 
each other and the performances weren’t rehearsed to death. There was the living-on-the-edge spontaneity that 
is the hallmark of real jazz. Zak, limiting himself to just the tenor, was on fine form with subtle variations of sound 
and melody-led solos. There was an interesting and varied choice of music and the performances were based on a 
good understanding of the history. Anyone who chose the attractions of the seaside instead missed a treat.                        
This year we’ve had two headline musicians from outside the “London bubble” (the other one being Nicola 
Farnon) and in my view that has been refreshing and a thoroughly good thing for the club. Those of us who go to 
other jazz venues in the area or even venture further afield perhaps to take in a Festival or two know that there is 
a huge wealth of talented musicians out there, many of them (Zak included) amply good enough to make their 
mark in the London scene. I hope that we continue to set our sights a little wider. 
 
Next concert 
 
8th September:    Simon Spillett (sax), Ted Beament (piano), Alec Dankworth (bass) and Winston Clifford (drums) 
 
Future events 
Chelmsford Jazz Club       12.15pm    (£12 / £16 / £5 under 18 unless otherwise stated)  
6th October:         Derek Nash (sax), Dave Newton (piano), Geoff Gascoyne (bass) and Emiliano Caroselli (drums) 
3rd November:     Matt Skelton celebrates ‘Shelly Manne’ featuring Mark Crooks (sax), Jim Davison (trumpet),   
                               Leon Greening (piano), Conor Chaplin (bass) and Matt Skelton (drums)  (£13 / £17 / £5 under 18) 
8th December:   Jo Harrop (vocals), Tony Kofi (sax), Graham Harvey (piano), Dave Chamberlain (bass) and  
    Matt Home (drums)           (£13 / £17 / £5 under 18) 
Spikes Place 
Email:  susan_may@btinternet.com     www.spikesplace.co.uk     
Advance booking: Susan 01245 420475   
The Jazz Centre UK, Beecroft Arts Gallery. Victoria Avenue, Southend. SS2 6EX   
01702 215169 (Thursdays and Saturdays only) or telephone 01245 420475.    2.00 -4.00pm     (£12/students £5) 
28th September:  Tenor madness featuring Alan Barnes, Derek Nash, Vasilis Xenopolous, John Pearce, Paul  
                               Morgan and Bobby Worth  
The Bardswell, Weald Road, Brentwood. CM14 4TJ         8pm      (£15 / £12 unless otherwise stated) 
3rd September:   Vasilis Xenopolous Quartet 
10th September:  Matt Wates Quartet 
17th September:  Zoe Francis with Jim Mullen, Graham Harvey and Mick Hutton 
Saffron Walden Hotel. High Street, Saffron Walden. CB10 1AZ    8.30pm       (£12)     
19th September:  Richard Pite with the Jonathan Gee Trio 
Club Langley. 2, Hawksbrook Lane, Beckenham.  Kent BR3 3SR.  8.30pm   (£15 / £12 unless otherwise stated) 
5th September:   Zak Barrett with Gunther Kurmayr, Neville Malcom and Marc Cecil 
12th September:  Zoe Francis with Jim Mullen, Graham Harvey and Mick Hutton  
26th September:  Imre Varga with Geoff Gascoyne and Marc Cecil 
 
Colchester Arts Centre Jazz Club (£14/£12) 6.30pm CJC members - concessionary rate with proof of membership. 
1st September:  Tony Woods project 
8th September:  The Parachute Regiment Big Band Corps of Army Music Trust  
 
And finally…. 
 

 Visit our website www.chelmsfordjazzclub.co.uk.       

 Contact Chris, our webmaster at :  chrisadgo@hotmail.com 

 Help your club to maintain its position on the search engine ratings by submitting a review on google/Essex 
maps. It can be as brief as “heard a great band today….” or “looking forward to….”  

 Checkout  the Chelmsford Jazz Club Facebook page 

 Get tweeting on: twitter@chelmsfordjazz 

 Checkout the Jazz archive at Beecroft Art Gallery in Victoria Avenue, Southend. SS2 6EX.                                      

01702 215169  Email southendjazzcentre@gmail.com   Website: thejazzcentreuk.co.uk 

 Any feedback? Contact us at: sallyleone@sky.com 
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